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ABSTRACT 

 

Welding of Cast A359/SiC/10p Metal Matrix Composites. (August 2005) 

Mitul Arvind Kothari, B.S., Mumbai University 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Wayne NP Hung 

 

 

Welding of metal matrix composites (MMCs) is an alternative to their 

mechanical joining, since they are difficult to machine. Published literature in fusion 

welding of similar composites shows metallurgical problems. This study investigates the 

weldability of A359/SiC/10p aluminum SiC MMC. Statistical experiments were 

performed to identify the significant variables and their effects on the hardness, tensile 

and bending strengths, ductility, and microstructure of the weld.  Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA) was used to predict the preheat temperature field across the weld and the 

weld pool temperature.  

Welding current, welding speed, and the preheat temperature (300-350°C) 

affected the weld quality significantly. It was seen that the fracture of the welded 

specimens was either in the base MMC or in the weld indicating a stronger interface 

between the weld and the base MMC. Oxides formation was controlled along the weld 

joint. Low heat inputs provided higher weld strengths and better weld integrity. It was 

found that the weld strengths were approximately 85% of the parent material strength. 

The weld region had higher extent of uniform mixing of base and filler metal when 

welded at low currents and high welding speeds. These adequate thermal conditions 

helped the SiC particles to stay in the central weld region. The interface reaction 

between the matrix and SiC particles was hindered due to controlled heat inputs and 

formation of harmful Al4C3 flakes was suppressed. The hardness values were found to 

be slightly higher in the base metal rich region. There was no significant loss in the 

hardness of the heat affected zone. The ductility of the weld was considerably increased 

to 6.0-7.0% due to the addition of Al-Si filler metal.   
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Composite materials have been one of the major areas of scientific and applied 

research for many decades; however, only in the past decade they have been viewed and 

applied as engineering materials. Today we have significant progress and advances in 

our understanding of these materials and their metallurgical behavior. The greatest 

advantage is in the fact that we can inherit properties of both, the metal matrix and the 

reinforcements, providing a material with properties which can meet specific and 

challenging requirements in many applications. There is a wide spectrum of the types of 

metal matrix composite (MMC), each with a specific property profile. The conventional 

format of citing a MMC is matrix/reinforcement/volume % and type of reinforcement. 

The composite material under consideration, which is cast 359 aluminum silicon alloy 

reinforced with 10 volume % of SiC particulates, is cited as A359/SiC/10p. These metal 

matrix composites (MMCs) using aluminum as the matrix such as A359 with SiC 

particles reinforced in it (A359/SiCp), have found vast applications in automotive, 

aerospace, and marine and other allied fields, which have aggressive environments. They 

are also used in medical applications such as for electronic detectors in magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) systems and in computerized tomography (CT) scanners. 

Further, they are very suitable for heat dissipation applications in electronic devices and 

assemblies due to their high thermal conductivity. We are thus currently at a stage where 

A359/SiCp MMCs can be further explored according to our needs. 

Despite their potential applications, limited joining and machining processes 

have hindered their wide market usage. Joining methods such as mechanical bonding of 

these materials result in excessive tool wear and are relatively expensive. 
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Further, non conventional welding methods such as friction stir welding, though very 

effective are also expensive. Conventional fusion arc welding processes provide a better 

alternative for joining them. Most of them are economical, flexible and have been in the 

industry for many decades.  

Welded components and structures are widely used in almost all industries. 

Present day engineering industry relies heavily on welded components and structures. 

Therefore, weld integrity becomes important for adequate and reliable performance of 

components, structures, and plants. Weld integrity is dependent on the base material, 

specifications, and welding processes. With the ever-increasing sophistication of 

processes, materials, and specifications, one must have a broad, comprehensive 

knowledge of the metallurgy and welding processes.  

Fusion welding of MMCs has been found difficult because of different properties 

of the base matrix and the particulate reinforcements. Novelty and relative complexity of 

composites add unwanted complications to an already challenging field. All these 

provide hindrances in effective and reliable weld joints in composites. For instance, 

concerns such as solidification defects due to difference in the densities of the aluminum 

matrix and the reinforcement, chemical reactions when subjected to prolong heating 

during welding, and lastly, precise and accurate weld preparation to avoid tearout or 

cracking have limited their applications. Further, the use of composite materials requires 

us to stay from the established processes and areas of practice that were relevant to more 

conventional engineering materials. Except for gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) and 

gas metal arc welding (GMAW), all other conventional processes of welding have been 

found ineffective [1]; however, the effects of the welding variables in the above 

processes on the weld properties are known to a limited extent. It is not known 

adequately how to improve their weld performance by appropriately modifying these 

welding parameters. Analysis of various welding parameters which affect properties of 

the completed weld will help to enhance their mechanical properties. It will also improve 

the structural integrity and also secondary materials properties such as stress corrosion 

resistance and fatigue strength.  
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At this stage, exploring welding of aluminum silicon carbide (Al-SiC) MMCs 

can serve as a motivation to further exploration of these MMCs. The parent metal, 

A359/SiC/10p was provided by Duralcan Composites. They have also manufactured 

them through permanent mold casting and other foundry processes, in addition to sand 

casting process. All these MMCs have been known for their excellent high strength-to-

weight ratio, high abrasive resistance, and excellent wear resistant properties.  

It was decided to determine the weldability of the above MMC in this study in 

the light of the welding concerns previously mentioned. Determining the weldability of 

the MMC in this study refers to analyzing the microstructure of the welded MMC and 

evaluating their properties as a function of the input variables. This necessarily did not 

mean to make a full penetration butt joint; it rather was intended to achieve sound welds 

with minimum weld defects, with the joint geometry selected in this study. Also, it was 

found necessary to study, set, and perceive optimal conditions for welding the MMC to 

enhance their strength and microstructural integrity. To begin with, GTAW was selected 

for welding this MMC. Since it was known from literature review that amongst the 

fusion arc welding processes, GTAW is the preferred process; all the experiments were 

performed with GTAW. All the welding relating variables were listed and based on the 

results of some preliminary tests, they were screened and eventually welding current and 

welding speed were selected as the input variables for the final design of experiments. 

This decision was also based on financial considerations. Design of experiments is a tool 

which helps to analyze and predict the effect of the influential parameters on the 

response variables in interest. The study was focused on the resulting strength of the 

welded MMC, its ductility, and its microstructural integrity. Tensile and bend tests gave 

a very good indication of the weld joint characteristics along with its ductility. 

Microstructural analysis along with microhardness tests helped to correlate the data 

obtained from the above destructive tests. Finally, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was 

used to predict the preheat and the weld pool temperature.  
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CHAPTER II 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

 

The objectives of this study are divided as follows:  

 

1. Studying the weldability of A359/SiC MMC 

 

The main objective of the research was to determine the weldability of the cast 

MMC, A359/SiC. Further, to enhance the weld quality and performance, optimization of 

the welding parameters for the MMC was required. It was aimed to achieve high 

strength welds. One of the objectives also was to have high ductility weldments without 

significant loss in their strengths.   

 

2. Investigating the effects of the welding characteristics on the parent microstructure  

 

It was intended that the welding process should have minimum impact on the 

MMC. The welded MMC and the parent MMC should have substantial amount of 

similarities at the microstructural level. It was of prime importance to avoid any 

interface reaction between the constituents of the MMC. Only then one can obtain 

uniform results and consistent performance when a welded MMC is put in service. 

Knowledge of welding characteristics thus was necessary to obtain best results in terms 

of weld quality and improved weld performance.  

It was the aim of this study to investigate the consequences on the weldment by 

minimizing at every point the influence of these factors on potential failure and on the 

avoidance of defects. Through this study an attempt was made to analyze the effect of 

the welding input characteristics on the primary properties of the weld joint and on the 

MMC as a whole when in use for a particular application. With the realization of the fact 

that weld is the weakest link, the objective of the project dwelled in the fact that more 

and more emphasis is required for fabricating high quality welded MMCs. It is hoped 
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that this research will go some way towards giving an appreciation of the problems of 

welding the Al-SiC MMCs and guidance on how these problems may be overcome.  

The scope of the project lay in the following: 

 

1. Determining significant welding variables  

 

Effects of welding variables on the MMC are to be studied. It is proposed to 

determine their influence on the weld properties through design of experiments (DOE). 

Factorial experiments are to be conducted to screen the non-significant variables and to 

choose comparatively significant welding variables.  

 

2. Welding, testing, and evaluation methods 

 

It is proposed to weld these MMCs by a mechanized GTAW process. The testing 

and evaluation methods to be used are destructive tests such as tensile, bending and 

impact tests, and optical microscopy for microstructural analysis. The welded MMCs are 

to be further evaluated for determining the variation of microhardness across the weld. 

These evaluation methods are expected to be sufficient to determine the impact of the 

influential welding variables on the weld properties.  

 

3. Finite element analysis 

 

With regard to finite element analysis, an attempt is to be made to simulate the 

thermal aspects of the welding process. The aim is to simulate the welding process and 

determine the preheat temperature field across the MMC and the weld pool temperature 

subsequently. The findings then are to be compared with experimentally measured 

values.    
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CHAPTER III  

       LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Review of the published research work in the welding of MMCs revealed that 

welding of the MMC in question has been very limited. Duralcan Composites, who 

manufacture and provided us with these MMCs, too have provided little information on 

the effects of the influential welding variables on the weld quality. Previous studies have 

been undertaken in this particular field, but on other types of MMCs, barring this. In this 

section, some fundamentals about relevant topics on metal matrix composites and 

welding terminologies are discussed. Also, relevant information on the composite, its 

welding, testing, and metallurgical analysis from the previous related studies has been 

included.  

 

III.1. Metal matrix composites 

 

A MMC can be described as a material which is made up of a continuous 

metallic phase (the matrix) into which a second phase (or phases) has been artificially 

introduced. Initially, mechanical properties of light alloys were improved by the 

reinforcement of fibers, mainly ceramics. The microstructures of continuous fiber are 

equivalent to those in polymer matrix composites. Early MMCs had their application 

confined to military and aerospace applications; their extensive usage was hindered due 

to their high production costs, limited production methods, and restricted product forms.  

The properties of MMCs are comparatively superior as compared to the 

unreinforced alloys. Some of the typical important properties of particle reinforced 

MMCs are compared with the conventional alloys, as listed in Table 1 [2,3].  The 

properties of particle reinforced metals or with short fibers (whiskers) are modest 

compared to the continuous fiber reinforced MMCs; however, these discontinuous 

reinforced materials are less expensive to fabricate and have flexible production 
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techniques. Thus, they are cost effective and can be exploited more as compared to other 

types of composites, of course, depending on the applications where they are to be used.  

 

 

  

 Table 1 

 Comparison between properties of a conventional Al alloy and a MMC with the same Al alloy   

 as the matrix [2,3] 

Material Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 

Abrasive 
Resistance (Volume 

loss, mm3) 

Wear Resistance 
(Volume loss, 

mm3) 
A356 – T6 228 0.575 0.18 

A359/SiC/20p –T6 340 0.202 0.023 

 

 

 

The factors influencing the type and form of reinforcement used are the material 

properties desired, ease of processing, and part fabrication. In early stages of 

developments, only a limited range of reinforcements could be used. The stability 

between the components and the differences in their thermal properties such as 

coefficient of thermal expansion and coefficient of thermal conductivity are the limiting 

factors in the compatibility of the two materials used to make the composite. A good 

bond only can be formed by proper and adequate interaction between the reinforcement 

and the matrix. Inadequate interaction results in lack of proper bonding, whereas 

excessive interaction leads to the loss of the properties desired and inferior performance 

of the MMC.  

In some cases, the reinforcement requires coating to avoid interaction between 

the constituents of the composites or to improve the reinforcement wettability. For 

instance, the wettability of mica has been shown to be improved by the addition of 

magnesium to the aluminum melt. Similarly, carbon fibers are coated with a titanium 

boride layer to enhance wettability [4].  
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 As mentioned earlier, the recent focus is on particulate reinforcements MMCs 

due to their low cost of fabrication. The major reinforcements used in aluminum MMCs 

are silicon carbide, boron, graphite, and alumina. Most of the current research work is 

focused on SiC and Al2O3 reinforced aluminum MMCs, the main reason being low cost 

and high availability.  

The SiC/Al interface reaction proceeds according to the equation: 

 

   4 33SiC + 4Al         Al C  + 3Si���
���       (1) 

   

The thermal conditions for this reaction depend on the composition of the MMC and its 

processing method. As the reaction progresses, the activity of silicon in liquid aluminum 

increases and the reaction tends to saturate. The presence of free silicon in an aluminum 

alloy has been shown to inhibit the formation of Al4C3 [4]. Temperature control is 

extremely important during the fabrication process. If the melt temperature of SiC/Al 

composite materials rises above a critical value, Al4C3 is formed, increasing the viscosity 

of the molten material, which can result in severe loss of corrosion resistance and 

degradation of mechanical properties in the cast composite; excessive formation of 

Al4C3 renders the melt unsuitable for casting [4].  

The material in consideration was cast A359/SiC/10p, provided by Duralcan. It 

has 8.50-9.50% Si by weight. It is known that molten aluminum does not wet silicon 

carbide readily, which is one of the major concerns which needs to be overcome to 

prevent silicon carbide particles being displaced from molten aluminum and to ensure 

SiC/Al bonding [4]. In addition, as mentioned, heating above a critical temperature can 

lead to the undesirable formation of Al4C3 flakes. Duralcan patented melt stirring, a 

method of satisfying these requirements and producing high quality composites, in 1987. 

SiC particulates are added to Al-Si casting alloys where Si in the alloy inhibits the 

formation of Al4C3. Apart from Duralcan, COSPRAY patented a spray deposition route 

for manufacturing MMCs. The process yields material with a uniform distribution of 
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particles in a 95-98% dense aluminum matrix. The rapid solidification inherent in the 

process ensures minimal reaction between reinforcing material and the matrix.  

 

III.2. Welding  

 

Welding can be described as the joining of two pieces by a coalescence of the 

areas in contact with each other. This can be achieved by different means. Welding 

processes could be autogenous welding, involving only the fusion of the base metals. 

The other class of welding processes involves the use of a filler metal which is 

continuously added and melted in the joint. The weld metal would be then comprised of 

the melted base metal along with the filler metal.  

The welding techniques can be classified in general as fusion welding and solid 

state welding. Fusion welding, as the name suggests, welds the components by melting 

them. On the other hand, in solid state welding processes, the joining of two parts is 

done by bringing them together under pressure, associated with or without heat input, to 

form a metallic bond.  Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), a type of fusion welding 

process, was used in this study. 

 

III.2.1. GTAW  

 

GTAW uses a non-consumable tungsten electrode and an inert gas to protect the 

weld pool, electrode, and arc column. One of the advantages of GTAW is that the arc 

remains stable even at very low welding currents.  

The bulk of the heat is produced at the positive terminal. If the tungsten electrode 

is connected to the positive pole using DC current i.e. DCEP (Direct current electrode 

positive), then it melts because of overheating. Further, cleaning action due to the 

breaking of the oxide film on the specimen occurs during DCEP. GTAW with DCEN 

(Direct current electrode negative) leads to efficient penetration during welding. Manual 

GTAW of aluminum is performed with AC. In AC type current, the oxide film removal 
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takes place on the electrode positive half cycle and electrode cooling and weld bead 

penetration occurs on the electrode negative half cycle. After every half cycle, the arc is 

extinguished and reignited [5].  

Aluminum, being a poor emitter of electrons, presents more difficulty in 

reigniting the arc on the positive half cycle. If there is any delay in the reignition, then 

the current ceases to flow on the positive half cycle. This results in an unstable arc and 

the cleaning action is lost with a direct current component produced in the secondary 

circuit of the power source, leading to overheating of the transformer. This is prevented 

in modern equipment by inserting blocking condensers in the power source circuit. 

Typically, the gas for AC-GTAW welding of aluminum is argon; however, 

helium and argon-helium mixtures may also be used. Argon gives a shallow penetration 

weld bead, but will leave the weld bright with a silvery appearance. Argon facilitates 

easy arc ignition with higher stability. Helium, because of its higher ionization potential,   

increases arc voltage, and has the effect of constricting the arc and increasing arc 

stability. Adding argon to helium significantly enhances the arc stability [6]. Travel 

speeds and penetration will be less than with pure helium but greater than with pure 

argon. Normally, 25% helium with argon is preferred [7].     

Electrodes used are typically tungsten or tungsten alloyed with thoria (ThO2) or 

zirconia (ZrO2). These compounds improve the arc stability characteristics and higher 

service life. Recently, rare earth elements such as cesium, cerium, or lanthanum have 

claimed to improve the electrode life and have reduced the risks arising from radiation 

during the grinding of thoria containing electrodes [6]. 

The electrode used should not protrude from the nozzle by more than about 6 

mm; although it may be extended to 10 mm if a gas lens is fitted to the torch. The 

hemispherical shape of the electrode tip should be maintained to achieve a stable arc.  

Weld termination is important if defects such as craters, piping, and cracks in the 

finished weld pool. Reducing welding current gradually and to reduce the arc length as 

the arc fades away are important.   
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III.2.2. Defects in aluminum welds  

 

Some common defects encountered in aluminum welds are also known to be 

found in Al MMC welds. Some features and defects that may contribute to the loss of 

properties as compared with the parent aluminum metal are listed below: 

 

1. Porosity 

 

Porosity arises from the gas dissolved in the molten weld metal, which become 

trapped during solidification, forming bubbles in the solidified weld metal. Hydrogen 

has low solubility in the solid but high solubility in molten aluminum, which is a major 

problem and results in the above defect. Increasing the heat input increases the weld pool 

temperature and enhances the rate of absorption of hydrogen in the molten weld metal; 

however, higher heat input can reduce porosity since in that case the rate of gas 

evolution from the weld exceeds the rate of absorption, slowing the rate at which the 

weld freezes and allows the hydrogen to escape out of the weld. Of the conventional 

fusion methods, GTAW has lower levels of porosity than GMAW due to less hydrogen 

contamination of the filler wire [6].  

 

2. Oxides  

 

Oxide film removal is needed to reduce the risk of porosity. It is also necessary 

to avoid welding defects such as lack of fusion and oxide film entrapment. Aluminum 

oxide forms very rapidly, and has a higher melting temperature (2060°C) as compared to 

the melting temperature of pure aluminum metal (660°C). Increasing the temperature of 

aluminum above its melting temperature will result in a layer of oxide, surrounding the 

molten aluminum pool. This oxide layer needs to be removed to prevent high risks of 

early service failures. In GTAW, AC is used where oxide film removal takes place on 
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the positive half cycle and tungsten electrode cooling on the negative half cycle. Proper 

inert gas is also required for adequate shielding of the weld pool and the arc column [6].  

 

3. Hot cracking 

 

The basic mechanism behind hot cracking is high temperature cracking 

mechanism and is a function of how metal alloy systems solidify. It is caused due to 

difference in the melting points of the different alloying elements added to the pure 

metal. In the aluminum alloys, the alloying elements form a range of eutectics with 

freezing points substantially lower than the bulk metal. Generally aluminum alloys are 

susceptible to some degree of cracking.  

A term important in weldment terminology, hot short range, is the range of 

composition within which the alloy has a high risk of hot cracking and it should be 

avoided. To eliminate hot cracking, one can control the composition of the weld pool by 

adding filler metal to produce an alloy that is not in the hot short range. Adding a filler 

metal with a melting point close to that of the base metal reduces hot cracking. It was 

found that addition of filler metal while welding thin plates of dissimilar aluminum 

alloys in the range of 1.5 and 3 mm prevented hot cracking [8].  Using the highest 

welding speed reduces the time the weld is within the hot short temperature range. It also 

reduces the size of the heat affected zone (HAZ) and consequently the shrinkage stresses 

cross the joint. Small weld beads generally have better properties than large weld beads 

and a lower susceptibility to hot cracking, since fast solidification rates will give a finer 

grain size and better mechanical properties than slow solidification rates [6]. 

 

4. Loss of strength in HAZ 

 

The heat input during welding leads to the formation of three distinct areas in the 

weld joint: the weld metal, the HAZ in the base metal, and the unaffected base metal. 

Since the HAZ experiences one or more cycles of heating and cooling, the properties of 
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the weldment are different from those of the unaffected base metal. Only when the alloy 

is in the as-cast or annealed condition, the properties of the HAZ match those with the 

base metal. It has been known that heat input affects the weld quality and should be 

minimized to narrow the HAZ. Also, the HAZ impact strength increases when the 

specimen are welded in the horizontal position, while its hardness decreases [9].  

Cold-worked alloys experience a loss of strength due to recrystallisation in the 

HAZ. Recrystallisation is found to start at temperatures of approximately 200°C in the 

HAZ, and increases further with full annealing at 300°C in any cold worked 1000 series 

of aluminum alloys [6]. This results in significant loss of strength in the HAZ. One of 

the research works in the field of welding dissimilar aluminum alloys also revealed that 

the lowest hardness values across the weld were obtained in the HAZ of the material 

AA5754-H32, while welding AA5083-O and AA5754-H32. Further, there was no 

significant loss of strength in the annealed AA5083-O material [8].     

Another important aspect one needs to focus on is weld preparation and its 

design. The convenience with which a weld can be made depends on the joint design and 

there are some crucial factors for weld design one should keep in mind. Some of the 

important and relevant factors are welding speed, welding current, and welding position. 

They are discussed below.  

 

a. Welding speed 

 

Welding speed is defined as the linear rate at which the welding arc moves along 

the weld joint. Aluminum is welded generally at high speeds to avoid abrupt and sudden 

changes of direction. It is a very important parameter because it controls the actual 

welding time and the total heat input in the specimen. A proper estimate of the welding 

speed is required to attain high weld quality. Excessive welding speeds may cause 

porosity, undercut, and arc blow. With slow welding speeds, the penetration decreases 

with the weld bead getting wider; however, with increasing plate thickness, the welding 

speed should be reduced to facilitate good welds if the current is kept constant [8].   
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b. Welding current 

 

Welding current is one of the most influential parameters in welding. The 

melting rate is directly proportional to the amount of heat energy supplied. It decides the 

extent of electrode melting, deposition rate, the amount of base metal melting, and the 

depth of penetration [7]. Increased welding current leads to weld induced distortions, 

while low currents lead to lack of fusion and penetration. Further, increasing heat input 

leads to wider HAZ.  Also, with increase in heat input, the hardness in the HAZ 

decreases due to slow cooling rates leading to grain growth [9]. One therefore, should 

keep the current within recommended limits; however, it is found that the arc current 

needs to be increased for metals with higher thermal conductivity, such as for aluminum 

[8]. This is simply due to the fact that these metals lose heat faster than other metals with 

low thermal conductivity, and requires relatively higher heat inputs for better joint 

fusion.  

 

c. Welding position 

 

Generally, flat or downhand position is preferred for all welding processes. Flat 

position welding generally ensures good quality weldment with sufficient metal 

deposition rates. The weld pool is larger in this position with slow cooling rates, 

allowing the gases to evolve out of the pool and reducing porosity [7]. It is also seen that 

in the flat position, high heat input forms a wider HAZ at the weld corners, as compared 

to horizontal position welding [9].  For fillet welds in the horizontal-vertical position, the 

electrodes are inclined at 50°- 80° in the direction of travel and 40°- 50° to the flat plate. 

In that case, the force of gravity tends the weld pool to sag, making it difficult to obtain 

the desirable results [7]; however, some specific components and processes require 

positions other than flat position during welding.   

Testing, measurement, and control (TMC) of welds deals with the design, 

fabrication, and quality assurance practices of welding. Testing of welds refers to the use 
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of destructive as well as non-destructive methods to evaluate weld quality [10]. 

Measurement of welds refers to the measurement of different welding variables that 

influence the quality of a weld joint. The parameters could be bevel angle, dimensions, 

welding current, heat input, etc. Control of welds relate to the steps that are taken from 

the recommended norms so that a welded joint meets the required design needs. 

With regards to testing, destructive testing techniques are used to compare the 

weld properties with the base metal mechanical properties. In a destructive test 

technique, the welded specimen is bent, twisted, or pulled apart to check defects and 

mechanical properties. Destructive testing makes a product unusable. Destructive tests 

have been used for routine inspection with the assumption that results derived from such 

tests are typical of the complete lot from which the test samples were selected. The 

following are some of the destructive tests normally applied in practice.  

Bend tests are applied for defining internal weld properties. These types of tests 

are made in a fixture to bend the material into a U form over a defined radius, which 

depends on the thickness and strength of the specimen. After bending, the outer face of 

the U is detected for cracks and other defects by as specified by welding standards. Fig. 

1 shows a schematic representation of the different type of bend tests [11]. Standard 

guided bending tests, ASME Sec IX QW-462.3 (b), are generally used for qualifying 

welds.  

Tensile tests are used to determine the ultimate strength of the welded joint i.e. 

the point at which the weld fails in tension, yield strength of the joint i.e. when the weld 

yields or stretches under tension and lastly elongation which determines the amount of 

stretch that occurs during the tensile test (Fig. 2) [12]. The dimensions of the specimen 

not specified in the figure depend on the length of the specimen and can be found in the 

standard transverse tensile test, ASTM E 8M.  
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Fig. 1. Bend tests [11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Standard tensile test specimen [12]. 
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III.3. Welding of metal matrix composites 

 

Along with joining of homogenous materials, the vast joining technology should 

provide a variety of processes suitable for manufacturing high integrity joints with 

optimum mechanical properties and ease of inspection for composite materials and 

MMCs; however, there are inherent problems peculiar to MMCs during their joining.  

 

Following are some of the potential problems encountered during joining of 

MMCs. 
 

III.3.1. Solidification defects  

 

Since most nonmetallic reinforcements have different densities from the metal 

matrix, this can lead to pronounced particle segregation effects when the matrix is in the 

molten state [13]. Below a certain critical solidification temperature, reinforcements can 

be pushed ahead of the solidification front, resulting in non-uniformity of the 

reinforcement in the weld region. Fig. 3 illustrates a GMA welded Duralcan W6A.20A-

8511 torque transfer tube and 6061-T6 aluminum yoke. It is seen that the composite is 

diluted by the filler metal with non-uniform distribution of the reinforcement particles in 

the weld region.  
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Fig. 3. GMA-welded Duralcan W6A.20A-8511 torque transfer tube and 6061-T6 aluminum 

  yoke [2]. 

 

 

 

Under the molten state, composite metal weld pool has higher viscosity than the 

reinforced metal matrix and does not flow well. High viscosity also leads to a lower heat 

transfer by convection mechanism in the weld pool, which can affect the resulting 

microstructures and the stress distributions in the MMCs. The fluidity of the weld pool 

decreases due to the presence of the SiC reinforced particles. This can lead to increased 

porosity in the weld metal, as low fluidity may not be sufficient to ensure the filling of 

the entire weld pool region. Solidification problems may result in dissolution of the 

reinforcements and non uniform packing density of the reinforcement across the weld 

region [1]. 

 

III.3.2. Chemical reactions 

 

One major difficulty with most of the fusion welding processes for MMCs is that 

prolonged contact between a molten metal matrix and particulate reinforcement can lead 
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to undesirable chemical reactions [13]. For example, liquid aluminum will react with 

SiC reinforcement to precipitate aluminum carbide (Al4C3) and also increase the silicon 

content upon cooling down the molten metal matrix, according to the interface reaction 

(1). These plate-like Al4C3 particles embrittle the structure. Studies on the interface 

reactions on the fracture mechanisms of Al MMCs welded with GTAW [14,15] revealed 

that the proportion of interfacial failure increased in the weld metal due to the formation 

of Al4C3. They reduced the strength of the interface bonding. Also, it was seen that Si, 

released during the above chemical reaction, further embrittle the weld metal. They also 

found that formation of intermetallic compounds (Si and Al-Fe) led to further 

embrittlement of the weld metal. They found that the tensile strength of the welded 

specimens was below 50% of the base material properties.  

Previous works on welding of 6061 Al reinforced with 10% volume fraction of 

SiC particles revealed that GTAW tends to produce more Al4C3 platelets than pulsed-

GTAW [16]. Fig. 4 shows the microstructure of the above MMC when welded with 

GTAW, clearly showing the Al4C3 platelets; however, they found that the addition of Al-

Si filler metal helped to decrease the thermodynamic driving force of the above reaction, 

avoiding the interface reaction. Moreover, Al-Si increased the fluidity of the weld pool 

and the tensile strength was found to be higher than as compared to the welds added with 

other filler metal material. Addition of Al-Si also reduced the hot crack sensitivity of the 

weld, once again due to increased fluidity of the molten weld pool.   
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Fig. 4. Microstructure of GTAW joint on AA6061/SiC/10p [16]. 

 

 

 

Research work on CO2 laser welding of A356/SiC with different amounts of 

volume fractions of SiC particles has been done [17]. The researchers calculated the 

thermal fields in the weld region and found the critical temperature conditions for 

aluminum carbide formation. They also concluded that weld cooling rate was a very 

important factor for controlling aluminum carbide formation. They determined the 

critical temperature required for Al4C3 formation as 827°C and the critical cooling rate 

as 12000 K/sec by formulating an analytical code and comparing those results with the 

experimental values. Cooling rates above the critical cooling rate tend to decrease the 

extent of the interface reaction. Similarly, a study conducted on fusion welding of Al-

SiC MMCs predicted the critical temperature as 727°C for the formation of Al4C3 

particles, based on thermodynamic considerations [1]. 

A study on the laser joining of A356/SiC with varying volume fractions of SiC 

particles was also conducted [18]. They too concluded that increasing energy densities 

increased the SiC particle dissolution and the formation of Al4C3 particles. Duty cycle 

had direct impact on the weld microstructure changes and found that intermediate duty 

Al4C3 platelets 
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cycles provided optimum metallurgical changes. Fig. 5 illustrates a laser drilled 

A359/SiC/20p, which has a zone with Al4C3 needles in it, formed by the interface 

reaction [19]. Some instances of voids are also seen, which is typical in processed 

MMCs due to low fluidity of the molten MMC pool.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Laser drilled A359/SiC/20p [19]. 

 

 

 

In the presence of moisture, metal carbides can decompose with the release of 

hydrocarbon gases and increase the joint susceptibility to corrosion cracking and joint 

strength degradation. Previous work [6] in the field of corrosion of welded Al MMCs 

revealed that pitting corrosion occurred in the HAZ, due to the formation of aluminum 

hydroxide according to the reaction:  

 

Al4C3  +   12H2O                      4Al(OH)3   +  3CH4                  (2) 

Al4C3 needles 

Void 
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The chemical compatibility to the metal to reinforcement for a specific joining method 

thus is material and process specific. 

 

III.3.3. Joint preparation 

 

Because of the nonmetallic reinforcement, MMCs have low ductility, high 

surface-wear resistance, and high brittleness to machine, cut, or drill using high speed 

steel cutting tools and saw blades. In the preparation for an MMC joint prior to welding, 

the cutting and drilling parameters such as speed and force must be carefully controlled 

in order to avoid composite panel tearout or crack. During conventional machining 

processes such as turning, drilling, milling, etc., defects such as cracking of the matrix 

due to process-induced shearing stresses, fracture of reinforcing particles, or their drag 

out of the matrix in the direction of machining are encountered, as shown in Fig. 6 [20].  

Many factors needs to be considered during machining of MMCs for weld preparation 

like matrix properties, hardness of the matrix, and reinforcing particle size and 

distribution (in the case of particle-reinforced MMCs).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Fracture of a SiC particle in Al-Li/SiC/20p due to machining [20]. 
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In general, any joining technique for MMC depends on:  

 

1. Volume fraction of reinforcement 

 

The higher the reinforcement, the less likely it is for standard metal joining 

techniques to adapt. Discontinuous MMC are easier to join than MMCs with fibers, 

which are prone to matrix fiber debonding, delaminations, non-uniform density, and 

migration of fibers in the weld regions.  

 

2. Metal matrix melting point 

 

Longer time of exposure to heat input results to undesirable chemical reactions, 

and it accelerates as temperature increases. The higher the melting temperature, the less 

likely it is that most of the fusion techniques adapt. 

 

3. Thermal energy management from the selected joining process 

 

Excessive thermal input is undesirable. An automated joining process with less 

time and well-controlled thermal energy input is the best for joining MMCs.  
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

IV.1. Design of experiments 

 

The primary intention of this study, as mentioned earlier, is to determine the 

weldability of cast A359/SiC/10p MMC. In an attempt to do so, it was required to find 

the right combinations of welding variables to weld it. It is also known that the chemical 

composition of the interface and the near-interface region plays an important role in the 

resultant mechanical properties of the MMCs. Typically, interfacial reactions between 

the reinforcement particulates and the matrix under high temperature conditions lead to 

the degradation of these properties. To maintain and achieve mechanical properties close 

to those of the base material, the welding conditions should provide the right 

environment for the adequate bonding between the base material and the filler alloy 

used. It thus was imperative to find the correct and optimized set of welding conditions 

for the MMC.   

Design of experiments (DOE) was used as a tool to analyze the effects of these 

input welding variables.  Two level factorial designs were used, implying that each 

factor had 2 ‘levels’. Levels are the values of the factors used in the experiments.  So for 

instance, a high value and a low value of a factor such as ‘welding speed’ would be 

considered as its two levels. The levels can also be represented with a ‘–’ (minus) and a 

‘+’ (plus) sign for low level and high level, respectively.  

The test plan for the design of experiments was divided as follows: 

 

1. Identifying possible welding variables for preliminary factorial tests 

2. Preliminary factorial tests to screen out non-significant variables 

3. Final factorial tests with significant variables 

4. Optimizing significant variables for optimum results  
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IV.1.1. Identifying possible welding variables for preliminary factorial tests 

 

Several input welding parameters were considered that are known to have 

significant impact on the weld quality. These variables are listed down in Table 2. Based 

on some experimental trial tests and published literature work [11,21], it was found that 

welding current, welding speed, and weld joint design had comparatively more influence 

on the nature of the weld pool and its properties. They were selected for the preliminary 

factorial tests. All these factors were considered to be independent of each other. The 

number of input parameters was limited to three, based on the limited number of the 

MMC blocks available for the experiments. The amount of time required for welding 

specimens and preparation for destructive testing and metallographic analysis also 

restricted the number of input factors for the experiments.  

 

 

 

     Table 2 

 Possible input parameters for preliminary factorial experimentation 

Possible input parameters 

Weld joint design 

Welding speed 

Welding current 

Preheat temperature 

Filler metal  

Shielding gas  
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Welding current 

Welding speed 

Weld joint design 

Input parameters 

Welding of 
A359/SiC/10p 

Microstructural condition 

Microhardness 

Impact strength 

Response parameters 

The response variables were then selected, i.e. the output variables which 

determine the quality of the weld. Impact strength was selected as one of the response 

variables so that it could give a quantitative depiction of the weld integrity. 

Microhardness test and microstructural analysis were considered to study the resulting 

weld microstructure and correlate it with data obtained from the Charpy V Impact test. 

The selected input and the response parameters are listed in the Fig. 7. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Input and response parameters for preliminary factorial experimentation. 

 

 

 

IV.1.2. Preliminary factorial tests to screen out non significant variables 

 

As mentioned earlier, two level factorial designs were used. In this case, the 

levels of the input factors were selected within the range of recommended literature 

welding conditions [11,21]. The levels for the above input parameters are listed in Table 

3.  
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 Table 3 

 Levels for the input parameters 

Input parameters Low level (-) High level (+) 

Weld joint design 60° Double V 75° Double V 

Welding speed 120 mm/min 250 mm/min 

Welding current 90 amp, AC   110 amp, AC 

 

 

 

As mentioned earlier, amongst the conventional fusion welding processes, 

GTAW is known to provide good results for welding Al MMCs and GTAW with AC 

type, balanced square wave was selected for all the experiments.  Also, GTAW is 

economical and flexible. 

Weld joint design refers to the kind of geometry and bevel edge preparation used 

for welding. A butt joint was selected, since it is the easiest to weld in flat position. It 

provides easy accessibility for welding. A double V butt joint design was selected to 

enable better penetration in the weld. The included angle has significant impact on the 

amount of penetration during welding. Further, it also reduces the amount of weld filler 

metal required in the weld as does the double V design.  

Welding speed is one of the most important parameter in any type of welding, 

whether manual, semi-automatic, or automatic. It is the linear rate at which the welding 

arc travels along the weld line. It determines the thermal heat input per unit length and 

the amounts of filler metal deposited and the depth of penetration. It also determines the 

thermal conditions for the growth of the grains in the weld pool, which eventually 

determines the weld strength and load carrying capacity. The levels of the welding speed 

were selected within the range of recommended literature values [6,11] and within the 

limits of the dual side rack and pinion rail drive mechanism, as explained later used for 

semi-automatic welding.  
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Heat density, similarly is one of the most influencing parameters in welding. The 

melting rate is directly proportional to the amount of heat energy supplied. It decides the 

extent of electrode melting, deposition rate, the amount of base metal melting, and the 

depth of penetration. It also leads to weld induced distortions and determining the effect 

of this factor on the weld quality was inevitable. The levels of this factor were selected 

in accordance to the specimen size, experimental trials, and within the capacity of the 

GTAW machines available. The GTAW machine used was Lincoln Electric Square 

wave TIG 175 Pro. All the parameters other than the one mentioned above, were kept 

constant for all the experiments. Table 4 gives the listings of all such constants.  Table 5 

shows the combination of the parameters on which the preliminary factorial experiments 

were actually conducted. 

 

 

 

 Table 4 

 Description of constant parameters 

Constant Parameters Value /Description 

Welding position Flat 

Preheat temperature 150°C 

Electrode type and diameter 99.5% Tungsten, 2.54 mm (1/10”) 

Arc length 4 mm 

Shielding gas Argon, 215 cm3/sec (27.5 CFH) 

Filler rod metal R-A356.0, 4.76 mm (3/16”) 
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  Table 5 

  Preliminary factorial experimentation 

Test Run 
Welding 

Current 

Welding 

Speed 

Weld joint 

design 

1 - - + 

2 + + + 

3 - + - 

4 + + - 

5 + - + 

6 - - - 

7 - + + 

8 + - - 

 

 

 

IV.1.3. Final factorial tests with significant variables 

 

Based on the results of the preliminary experiments as discussed later, the final 

factorial experiments were modified and only welding current and welding speed were 

used as the independent variables. It was realized that the amperage supplied by the 

GTAW machine available in the welding lab was not sufficient for complete penetration 

for the weld joint design initially selected. It was modified and then was used as a 

constant parameter rather than an independent response variable. Once again, this was 

based on the fact that the objective was to investigate the weldability of the MMC, rather 

than making a successful butt joint.  

The values for the selected variables were still kept the same as those in the 

earlier experiments. The response variables were now changed to tensile strength and 

bending strength. Fig. 8 shows the design of the final factorial tests. It was found 

necessary to determine the location of failure in the welded specimen during destructive 
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testing to determine the weld integrity. Charpy Impact testing did not meet the objective 

of failing the specimens under slow loading and strain rates and was dropped.  Ultimate 

tensile testing and four point bending test were selected, since the loading rate could be 

controlled and could be kept as low as required. Since 2 factors were now used in the 

experiments, it was a 22 factorial experiments leading to four test runs, as summarized in 

Table 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Level of input parameters and response parameters selected for final factorial tests. 

 

 

 

 

  Table 6 

  Final factorial experimentation 

Test Run 
Welding 

Current 
Welding Speed 

1 + - 

2 + + 

3 - - 

4 - + 

Response 

parameters 

Tensile strength 

Bending strength 

Input 

parameters 

Low 

level 
High level 

Welding 

speed 

120 

mm/min 

250 

mm/min 

Welding 

current 

90 amp, 

AC 

110 amp, 

AC 

Welding of 
A359/SiC/10p 
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IV.1.4. Optimizing significant variables for optimum results  

  

All the results from the final factorial tests were analyzed using commercially 

available software, Design-Expert, DX6, version 6.0 for DOE. The results from the 

tensile tests were fed in the software and the results obtained were used for the analysis 

to determine the effect of the input variables. All the results with their analysis are 

explained in the chapter titled, “Results and Discussion”. Based on these results and the 

interaction charts obtained from DOE, optimum levels for the welding variables were 

obtained to maximize the weld strengths.  The optimized levels of the welding variables 

used in the experiments are listed in Table 7.  

 

 

 

 Table 7 

 Optimized level of the independent variables 

Variable Optimized level 

Welding current 85 amp, AC 

Welding speed 260 mm/min 

 

 

 

IV.2. Materials  

 

The chemical composition of the base MMC is listed in Table 8. The 

thermophysical properties of the parent MMC is listed in Table 9. Mechanical properties 

of this sand cast A359/SiC/10p MMC were not available from any published literature. 

They were tested by tensile and four point bending tests along with the testing of weld 

specimens, and their results are mentioned in the chapter titled “Results and Discussion”. 
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The properties of permanent mold cast aluminum MMCs, however, are mentioned in 

Table 10.  

 

 

 

Table 8 

Composition of A359/SiC/10p [2] 

    Si   Fe   Cu   Mg  Ni   Ti   All other elements   Al 
 
8.50-     0.20     0.20     0.45-         -       0.20            0.03 max-                   Rem. 
9.50       max        max         0.65                   max               0.10 total                   Rem. 

  
 

 

Table 9 

Thermophysical properties of A359/SiC/10p [2] 

Material Property Value 

Density (Kg/m3) 2710 

Thermal conductivity (cal/cm-s-K) 0.450 

Specific heat (cal/g-K) 0.235 

Average coefficient of thermal expansion (10-6/K) 24.8 
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Table 10 

Mechanical properties of permanent mold cast Al-SiC MMCs - typical and minimum values [2] 

Material 

Ultimate 

strength 

(MPa) 

Yield 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Elastic 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Rockwell 

Hardness, 

HRB 

A356 –T6 276 (min 255) 200 6.0 75.2 55 

F3S.10S.T6 338 (min 310) 303 (min 283) 1.2 86.2 73 

F3S.20S-T71 262 214 1.9 98.6 - 

F3S.20S-O 221 165 2.8 98.6 - 

 

 

 

The microstructure of the parent MMC has three distinct microconstituents. They 

are the aluminum matrix, the SiC particles, and the eutectic region of aluminum and 

silicon. The SiC particles were found to lie in the eutectic region. This is because, in cast 

MMCs, the SiC particles tend to aggregate in the eutectic region at the end of the 

solidification process. The distribution of SiC particles was found to be more or less 

uniform; however, instances of particle free zones and particle clustered zones were 

found. The Al/SiC interfaces had no interfacial reaction products. Fig. 9 shows a typical 

microstructure of the as-cast parent MMC. The aspect ratio of the particles was 1.5:1. 

The mean particle size was 12.8 ± 1.0 µm, with 94% population size greater than 5 µm 

and 3% population greater than 25 µm [19].  
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 Fig. 9. Microstructure of the as-cast parent MMC. 

 

 

 

The composition of the Al-Si filler metal used in all the experiments is listed in 

Table 11 [22]. It can be seen that the Si content in the filler metal and the base MMC 

were within 2%.  

 

 

 

Table 11  

Composition of Al-Si filler metal, R-A356.0 [22] 

   Si   Fe   Cu    Mg       Zn         Ti  Mn   All other elements    Al 
 
 6.50-    0.20    0.20  0.25-    0.10     0.20     0.10           0.15                   Rem. 
 7.50                      0.45                                                    

 
 

SiC particle 

Al matrix 

Al-Si 
eutectic 
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IV.3. Sample preparation  

 

IV.3.1. Preliminary factorial tests 

 

The weld joint design selected for the preliminary factorial tests is as shown in 

the Fig. 10. The specimens were milled to the dimensions shown. The milling cutters 

used for machining these specimens were standard high speed carbide tools and metal 

cutting oil-based lubricant was used during their machining. A double V butt joint was 

selected to facilitate better penetration, and at the same time, minimize the use of filler 

metal used.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Weld joint design for preliminary factorial tests. 

 

 

 

 

 

All dimensions are in mm 
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IV.3.2. Final factorial and optimized tests 

 

Instead of a double V butt joint design, a 90° single V design with 2.5 mm depth 

was milled as shown in Fig. 11 and welding was done along the groove as explained 

later. This V joint design was used since it was important to find the location of the 

failure during tensile and four point bending tests, rather than to join two MMC pieces 

through a butt joint. Further, it was intended to see if the interface reaction (1) occurs or 

not during welding process in the weld zone.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Weld joint design for final factorial tests. 

 

 

 

 

 

All dimensions are in mm 
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IV.4 Equipment and calibration 

 

The following equipment was used for the experimental work and later for the 

testing of the specimens: 

1. GTAW machine – Lincoln Electric Square wave TIG 175 Pro.  

2. Dual side rack and pinion drive – Victor Mod 100 

3. Universal Testing Machine (UTM) – United Calibration Corp. SFM 30  

4. Mounting press – Buehler Simplimet 2 

5. Vibrator Polisher – Buehler Vibromet 2 

6. Optical microscope – Olympus STM6 

7. Buehler Micromet 2 – Digital Microhardness Tester 

8. DOE software – Design Expert version 6.0 

9. Thermocouple data acquisition logger - Datapaq Reflowpaq 2000, Model 

RP0061  

  

The UTM used was calibrated using known weights. The load cell calibrated was 

of 2000 lbs. capacity. The values obtained for the known forces were plotted and a 

polynomial line was curve-fitted line through these data points.  The graph obtained is 

shown in Fig. 12. This polynomial line was used later for all future calculations. The 

values obtained from the destructive tests of the welded specimens were extrapolated on 

this polynomial line and the corresponding ideal force i.e. its true value was calculated; 

however, the 30000 lbs. load cell was not calibrated, since it was not possible to find 

high range forces.    
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Fig. 12. Calibration of the Universal Testing Machine. 

 

 

 

IV.5. Procedure 

 

The entire experimental procedure was divided into: 

 

1. Experimental set-up 

2. Welding 

3. Sample preparation for testing 
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IV.5.1. Experimental set-up 

 

An experimental set-up was required to enable the mechanized GTAW process, 

so that consistent and accurate results could be achieved, minimizing human factors and 

their related errors. To achieve this, a dual side rack and pinion rail drive mechanism 

was used (Victor, Mod 100). The welding torch was attached to this drive at 15° to the 

vertical, away from the direction of welding. The rail drive had different calibrations on 

it, not suitable for the experiments. It was calibrated by performing trial runs i.e. in the 

forward and the backward direction. The average was then used for experiments. The 

time was measured with a stop watch for the rail drive to travel known distances and the 

actual velocities for different calibrations of the machine were calculated. The plot of the 

actual and calibrated values of the velocities is shown in Fig. 13. Further, leveling 

screws and fixtures were designed and fabricated to restrain and clamp the specimens 

during welding to maintain the root gap and minimize welding induced thermal 

distortions. The welding set-up is shown in Fig. 14. The double-sided arrows (yellow 

colored) in Fig. 14 represent the travel direction. 
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Plot of calibrations on the dual side rail drive mechanism vs. 
actual velocity
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Fig. 13. Plot of actual velocity versus calibrations on the dual side rail drive mechanism. 
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Fig. 14. Welding setup.  
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Specimen  

Thermocouple 
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IV.5.2. Welding 

 

1. Preliminary factorial tests 

 

As per the test plan, after the specimens were milled according to the joint design 

shown in Fig. 10, they were cleaned with acetone to eliminate oil and grease and then 

mechanically cleaned with stainless steel brush to remove aluminum oxides.  They were 

preheated on a hot plate to 150°C, measured with a K type thermocouple. Filler metal 

was added manually in the molten pool, and multiple passes were made to cover the 

entire region of the butt joint on each side.  

 

2. Final factorial and optimized tests 

 

The results as discussed later from the preliminary factorial tests necessitated few 

but major changes in the welding technique. It had become very important somehow to 

heat the material to a temperature high enough for welding for better fusion, but at the 

same time avoid the formation of oxides along the joint design.  

The most important modification in these tests was that the specimens, after 

being preheated to 150°C, were also torch-heated at a distance (30 mm) from the weld 

joint on either side across the width of the specimen, as shown in Fig. 15. The torch was 

moved five times on location #1 while it was required to move it only twice on the other 

side at location #2 with the dual side rail drive mechanism. Multiple pass welds were 

made in the flat position for all the specimens, in which the first pass was with the 

addition of the filler rod, while the remaining passes were autogenous. The final and the 

optimized experiment were run at their respective welding conditions as mentioned 

earlier.  
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 Fig. 15. Torch heating locations on the specimen before welding. 

 

 

 

IV.5.3. Sample preparation for testing  

 

1. Preliminary factorial test specimens 

 

The specimens of the preliminary factorial tests were tested and analyzed for 1) 

Impact strength, 2) Microstructural condition, and 3) Microhardness. No replicates were 

made for any test run in the preliminary factorial tests since these were only screening 

tests.  The welded specimens were milled to remove the excess weld metal. They were 

cut in two halves in a direction transverse to the welding direction with a sawing 

machine. One half was used for the Charpy V Impact test, while the other half was 

prepared for microstructural analysis and microhardness test. Fig. 16 shows a typical 

Charpy V test specimen as per AWS standards [12]; however only the V groove in the 

specimens was prepared according to the dimensions shown. The overall dimensions of 

the specimens were not as those shown in Fig. 16. For the microstructural analysis, 

metallographic sections were prepared from the tested specimens in a direction 

Location #1 Location #2 

All dimensions are in mm 
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perpendicular to the welding direction, and were ground and polished up to 1 µm finish. 

Abrasive papers of grit 240, 320, 400, and 600 were used sequentially for grinding. They 

were cleaned with water after the use of each grit paper and were blown dried using 

compressed air. They then were polished on a vibrating polisher, Buehler Vibromet 2, 

using diamond metallographic compound of 15 µm, 9 µm, 6 µm, and 1�m sequentially. 

They were cleaned with alcohol each time in the ultrasonic cleaner to remove the 

particles from the polishing surface. They were later etched with Keller’s reagent {2 ml 

HF (48%), 3 ml HCl (conc.), 5 ml HNO3 (conc.), and 190 ml of distilled water}. Keller’s 

reagent is an etchant generally used to outline microconstituents and reveal grain 

boundaries for aluminum alloys [23]. The specimens were analyzed with optical 

microscopy on Olympus STM6 measuring microscope. They were later used for Vickers 

microhardness test on Buehler Micromet 2, Digital Microhardness Tester.  The load used 

was 25 gm and was applied for ten seconds. The microhardness data points were taken 

across the weld zone, beginning from the weld center up to the unaffected base MMC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. Charpy V test specimen. 

 

All dimensions are in mm 
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2. Final factorial test specimens 

 

a. Tensile testing 

 

The specimens were tested for their ultimate tensile strength by tensile testing on 

Universal testing machine, United Calibration Corporation, SFM 30. Three replicates for 

tensile testing were prepared to minimize errors. The specimens were not prepared like 

the standard dog-bone tensile specimen (Fig. 17), in order to avoid excessive machining 

close to the weld and avoid microcracks in the weld region. The notches in the tensile 

specimens (Fig. 18) were sawed in such a pattern that the tensile forces acting on it 

would be the same as those acting on a standard dog-bone shaped specimen. The tensile 

specimens prepared in this study represent one half of the standard dog-bone shaped 

specimen. To make these specimens comparable with the parent composites, the parent 

MMCs were also notched and tested in similar fashion. The weld specimens were tested 

transversely to the weld direction on a universal testing machine at a loading rate of 0.05 

inch/min with the calibrated 2000 lbs. load cell. The load/displacement curves obtained 

were used to determine the extension corresponding to the ultimate tensile strength.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17. Schematic representation for comparing standard dog-bone specimen with the actual 

prepared specimen for tensile testing. 
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Fig. 18. Tensile test specimen. 

 

 

 

b. Four point bending testing 

 

All the specimens were tested by four point bending test (face bend test) on the 

same testing machine used for tensile tests. All the weld specimens were milled to 

blocks of size 125x30x15 mm, which was convenient for testing. The loading rate was 

again kept at 0.05 inch/min. Specimens for test run 3 and 4 of the final factorial test plan 

for (Table 6) were tested on a 30000 lb. load cell, while the specimens for test run 1 and 

2 were tested with the 2000 lb. load cell, depending upon their dimensions. Fig. 19 

shows the setup used for the test.  

 

 

 

All dimensions are in mm 

weld 

Load Load 
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   Fig. 19. Four point bending test setup. 

 

 

 

3. Optimized test specimens  

 

Three replicates were prepared for both, tensile and four point bending tests. 

After testing them, two out of the three replicates of each test were polished and etched 

in a manner similar to that of the preliminary factorial tests. They then were used for 

microstructural analysis using optical microscopy. Further, Vickers microhardness test 

was performed on one of the replicates of each destructive test.  
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IV.6. Finite element analysis 

 

 The finite element analysis (FEA) of this study was divided into two parts: 

 

1. Predicting preheat temperature at the weld location 

2. Predicting the weld pool temperature field 

 

IV.6.1. Predicting preheat temperature 

 

It was deemed necessary to find the temperature distribution across the MMC 

prior to the welding process due to preheating. It is known that the mechanical properties 

of the MMC degrade quickly at high temperatures. FEA was required to predict the 

preheat temperature to which the MMC should be heated to obtain a sound weld joint.  

To compare and validate FEA results, temperatures were measured across the 

MMC experimentally during actual welding process. The temperature variation with 

time at three different locations was measured with K type thermocouples attached to the 

specimen during welding. Datapaq Reflowpaq 2000-model RP0061, temperature data 

logger, was used for acquiring the temperature from the thermocouples. Two 

thermocouples were located exactly below the two torch heating locations, 2 mm from 

the bottom surface, while the third thermocouple was located below the weld line, 5 mm 

from the bottom surface, as shown in Fig. 20. All the thermocouples were 3.5 mm deep 

in to the specimen, perpendicular to the page. The objective of this analysis was to find 

the temperature just below the weld line, i.e. 2.5 mm from the top surface, immediately 

before welding along the weld line. This location is marked as ‘A’ in Fig. 20.  
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Fig. 20. Thermocouple setup during welding. 

 

 

 

1. FEA model and mesh generation 

 

A commercially available software ABAQUS, version 6.4 was used for FEA. 

The thermophysical properties used in the analysis were those of the MMC, as listed 

earlier in Table 9, which are the bulk properties of the MMC. Further, the volume 

fraction of SiC particles was only 10%. The model thus was constructed considering the 

MMC as a homogeneous isotropic metal. The model was drawn according to the 

dimensions of the actual specimen used. The heat loads at the two torch heating 

locations, #1 and #2 were applied on tapered strips on the specimen with dimensions as 

shown in Fig. 21. The strips were assumed to be tapered to take into account the effect of 

moving torch heat load.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thermocouple #1 Thermocouple #3 Thermocouple #2 

All dimensions are in mm 

A 
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Fig. 21. FEA model for preheat temperature field. 

 

 

 

A tetrahedral type of element was used to mesh the FEA model to suit the 

triangular geometry of the weld joint design. The mesh size was user-defined, wherein 

the mesh size was made finer along the joint design, the tapered strips and along the 

locations of the three thermocouples to get accurate results. The mesh generated is 

shown and discussed later, in the chapter “Results and Discussion’.  

 

2.  Assumptions 

 

As mentioned earlier, the material of the FEA model was assumed to be 

homogenous and isotropic. Further, the heat transfer efficiency during welding was 

taken 70% [24], which means the fraction of the amount of heat generated at the torch 

tip transferred in to the specimen. The heat transfer coefficient used was 15 W/m2 °K 

Torch location #1  Torch location #2  

All dimensions are in mm 
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[25] for all convective heat losses. Except the bottom surface, all the surfaces were 

subjected to convective heat losses throughout the analysis time. This is because the 

specimens were kept on a steel plate during actual experiments which also was preheated 

to 150°C and the heat losses from the bottom surface were neglected. Further, radiation 

losses were neglected.  

 

3.  Heat input and boundary conditions 

 

The specimen was subjected to an initial boundary condition of 150°C. The heat 

loads were applied at the torch heating locations with an amperage of 90 A.  

The heat energy obtained at the torch tip was calculated by:  

Power, P = V x I 

                           = 14.5 Volt x 90 Amp. 

        = 1305 W 

The heat input in the specimen was,   

     H = 0.70 x 1305 W  

      = 915 W 

 

This was the amount of heat input given at both the tapered strips during each 

torch heating. Since the torch was moved five times on the first torch heating location at 

120 mm/min, the total time required was 95 seconds for traveling a length of 30 mm 

each time. Similarly, for the other side, it took 34 seconds to travel twice the width of the 

specimen. These time steps were obtained from the thermocouples attached to the 

specimen during actual welding and were fed in the FEA.   

In between the above two heating steps, 14 seconds was the idle time, which was 

required to move and setup the torch from one location to the other. The ambient 

temperature was taken as 20°C (as measured by the thermocouple) throughout the 

analysis.  
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Thus, the following time steps were used in the entire FEA: 

 

1. Heat input for 95 seconds on torch location #1 

2. Idle time of 14 seconds 

3. Heat input for 34 seconds on torch location #2  

 

All these time steps were sequentially used in FEA and the temperatures profiles 

obtained at the thermocouple locations were then compared with the actual temperature 

measured.  

 

IV.6.2. Predicting the weld pool temperature field  

 

It was required to determine the temperature distribution in the weld pool to 

determine whether the interface reaction (1) occurs or not. The temperature field 

obtained then was compared with the critical temperature required for the interface 

reaction to occur, calculated on the basis of thermodynamic considerations.   

The FEA model now used was without the V joint design, as shown in Fig. 22. 

This assumption was based on the fact that the composition of the filler rod was very 

similar to that of the MMC and the model was constructed as a complete block of MMC 

without a V joint design; however, the location of the V joint design was divided into 

three tapered strips for applying the heat loads, as shown in Fig. 22. Three strips were 

used, since in the actual experiments, three pass welds were made. Apart from these, 

other assumptions made were same as those of the above FEA simulation. Heat input 

and boundary conditions also were kept similar as in those used for predicting the 

preheat temperature. Time steps continued from the last time step of the above FEA 

simulation are described in the following paragraphs. 
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Fig. 22. FEA model for weld pool temperature field. 

 

 

 

An idle time was given of 20 seconds, required to move and setup the torch from 

the preheating location to the actual weld joint location after the last time step of the 

previous simulation. Following that was applied a heat load along the three tapered strips 

at the location of the V joint design. The heat load of magnitude 915 W, as calculated 

above, was applied once along each tapered strip.  The total time for this time step was 

31 seconds for traveling a length of 30 mm each time at a speed of 260 mm/min 

(optimized level of the welding speed). Further, an arbitrary idle time step of 300 

seconds was applied to simply see how the temperature drops across the weld pool 

region after the removal of the heat load.   

  

 

 

 

All dimensions are in mm 
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To summarize, following were the total time steps applied in this simulation: 

 

1. Heat input for 95 seconds on torch location #1 

2. Idle time of 14 seconds 

3. Heat input for 34 seconds on torch location #2 

4. Idle time of 20 seconds  

5. Heat input for 31 seconds on the weld joint 

6. Idle time of 300 seconds  

 

The temperature field obtained across the weld pool from this simulation was used to 

find out the probability of the occurrence of the Al-SiC interface reaction in the weld 

pool region.  
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

V.1 Preliminary factorial experiments 

 

V.1.1. Charpy Impact test 

 

The Charpy Impact test results are tabulated in Table 12. It was seen that the 

impact strengths varied only to a small extent; however, it was seen that high heat inputs 

as in specimen for test run #8 resulted in low impact strengths and low heat inputs in 

specimens as for test run #7 had higher impact strengths. Further, specimens with wider 

weld joint designs such as for test run #7 had slightly higher impact strengths as those 

with narrower weld joint designs such as for test run #3, with levels of other factors 

remaining the same. This probably could be due to slightly better penetrations (though 

not complete penetration) in specimens with wider joint designs. Since only one 

replicate was tested at each test run, these variations might not reflect the true influence 

of the welding variables. More replicates might help understanding the results better.  

The fracture propagation in all the specimens was found to be along the joint 

design and not along the weld metal region. This was due to lack of fusion of the filler 

metal with the base MMC along the joint design. When the fractured surfaces were 

carefully observed, it also was found that all the specimens had incomplete penetration. 

Even though the specimen were welded by a double-V butt joint, the penetration was not 

sufficient to weld the entire thickness of the specimen. Further, there were layers of 

oxide between the filler metal deposited and the base MMC along the joint design. It is 

important to note that these values did not depict the actual impact strengths of the weld 

specimens, but were used relatively to understand the influence of the welding variables.  
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  Table 12 

  Charpy Impact test results for preliminary factorial test runs 

Test Run 
Welding 

current 

Welding 

speed 

Weld joint 

design 

Impact 

Strength 

(Joules) 

1 - - + 8.5 

2 + + + 7.6 

3 - + - 7.5 

4 + + - 6.9 

5 + - + 7.4 

6 - - - 7.7 

7 - + + 8.9 

8 + - - 6.4 

 

 

 

V.1.2. Microstructural analysis 

 

The specimens when analyzed with optical microscopy gave a better 

understanding of the impact test results. Fig. 23 shows a microstructure of the specimen 

welded with a 75° V joint angle, and at 90 A and 250 mm/min. The microstructure 

showed distinct regions, viz. region I, region II, the HAZ, and finally the unaffected base 

MMC. Region I was filler metal rich, seen right at the center of the weld, due to the 

addition of the filler metal, and comprising the maximum part of the weld region. The 

concentration of SiC particles in this region in almost all the specimens was negligible. 

Surrounding it was seen region II, which had high concentrations of SiC particles and 

oxides. This region was formed due to the exposure of the base MMC to the atmosphere 

at high temperatures. The filler metal rich zone was enclosed in a skin of oxides and SiC 

particles. Such non-uniform distribution of SiC particles across the weld zone and the 
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dilution of the composite in region I caused all the specimens to fracture along the joint 

design in the impact test. This not only led to lack of proper fusion, but also increased 

the porosity levels in the weld metal region. Further, it is evident that the weld did not 

completely penetrate through the thickness of the specimen. The HAZ surrounded region 

II. The extent of this region was hard to find in the microstructure, since it might be very 

narrow due to low thermal cycles and low temperature ranges across the weld.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig. 23. Microstructure of a specimen welded with 75° V joint angle, at 90 A and 250 mm/min,  

  showing distinct zones. 
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All the specimens of the preliminary tests had similar regions in their weld 

microstructure. The only change was in the width of the HAZ. Though they were not 

studied in depth, it could be seen that higher heat inputs led to wider HAZ.  

 

V.1.3. Vickers microhardness test 

 

The specimen when tested for Vickers microhardness test had variations in the 

microhardness values due to the presence of different zones as explained above. Fig. 24 

shows the variation of microhardness values across the weld for test run #2 (Table 5). 

Region I, the filler metal rich zone, had a range of hardness values, with an average of 

80 Vickers hardness number (VHN). Region II had high hardness values, in the range of 

110-160 VHN with an average of 130 VHN, probably due to the hard SiC particles and 

the brittle eutectic phase of Al-Si, rather than the soft metal matrix. The HAZ had 

hardness values similar to those of the base MMC, with an average of 70 VHN. The 

small drop in the hardness values might be due to a measurement error during hardness 

testing. One also might think that, as as-cast components when welded do not have 

extensive grain growth, their hardness values do not drop considerably.  
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Fig. 24. Variation of VHN across the weld, tested by 25 gm and for 10 seconds, of a specimen 

with 75° V joint angle run at 110 A and 250 mm/min. 

 

 

 

From the above results, it was concluded that the welding technique and the weld 

design needed to be modified to avoid the formation of two different zones within the 

weld zone. Also, it was required to remove the oxides or even completely prevent their 

formation during welding. Complete fusion between the filler metal and the base metal 

was paramount to achieve sound welds and maintain weld integrity. 
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V.2 Final factorial experiments  

 

V.2.1. Tensile testing 

 

The notched parent MMCs were tested for their ultimate tensile strength and 

their values were calculated. It is important to note that the tensile strengths obtained 

from the tests were not the actual strengths of the material, as they were notched 

underneath the weld, as explained earlier; however, since all the specimens were tested 

in the same manner, it gave a relative understanding of their variations. They later were 

multiplied with a stress concentration factor to get the actual induced tensile stresses.  

The tensile strengths obtained from the tensile testing of the notched welded 

specimens of the final factorial tests varied significantly, depending upon the test run 

conditions. This implied that both welding current and welding speed were significant 

welding process variables. Also, since three replicates were tested at each test run, a 

range of tensile strength values for each test run was obtained. The position of the failure 

crack varied from either the weld metal zone or along the joint design. As expected, 

those weld joints failing in the weld metal zone had a higher range of tensile strengths, 

while those failing along the joint design had lower strength values. Further, it also was 

seen that the parent MMCs had little % elongation of 4-4.75%, being brittle in nature.  

 

The tensile stresses were calculated using equation (3): 

      
P
A

σ =      (3) 

where P is the breaking load and A  is the area of cross section in loading. 

For instance, for specimen #1b, it would be as follows: P  = 2112 N; A  = 31.2 mm 2  

 

∴ 67.69σ = MPa 
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Since the specimens were notched below the weld, all the values obtained by equation 

(3) were multiplied by a stress concentration factor [26], which was calculated as 

follows: 

Stress concentration factor, 2 3
1 2 3 4( ) ( ) ( )t

h h h
K C C C C

D D D
= + + +   (4) 

where  

1

2

3

4

0.953 2.136 0.005( )

3.255 6.281 0.068( )

8.203 6.893 0.064( )

4.851 2.793 0.128( )

h h
C

r r

h h
C

r r

h h
C

r r

h h
C

r r

= + −

= − − +

= + +

= − − −

 

and h, r, and D are as shown in Fig. 25. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25. Geometry for calculating stress concentration factor. 
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Substituting h = 10 mm, r = 0.75 mm, and D = 15 mm as from Fig. 18 in the above 

equations, the stress concentration factor,  tK  = 2.07 

 

Therefore, the actual ultimate tensile stress in specimen #1b,  

2.07UTSσ σ=      (5) 

              ≈  140 MPa 

 

The % elongation was calculated as: 

     % elongation = 100
� ×
L
L

              (6)

   

where L is the original gauge length and L� is change in the gauge length after testing 

For specimen # 1b, L  = 60 mm; 579.1� =L mm 

∴ % elongation = 
1.579

100
60

×  

               =  2.63  

 

Similarly, all the stresses were corrected by the stress concentration factor and the % 

elongation were calculated, as summarized in Table 13.  
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  Table 13 

  Final factorial experiments - tensile test results (three replicates each) 

Run 
Welding 

current 

Welding 

speed 
UTSσ  

(MPa) 

% of 

parent 

UTSσ  

% 

elongation 

% of 

parent 

elongation 

1 a + - 138 57 2.6 60 

 b   140 58 3.71 85 

 c   191 79 4.7 107 

2 a + + 155 64 3.5 80 

 b   166 69 4.6 105 

 c   218 90 5.2 119 

3 a - - 174 72 4.35 100 

 b   203 84 4.98 114 

 c   218 90 5.4 123 

4 a - + 196 81 4.45 102 

 b   205 85 4.98 114 

 c   223 92 5.5 126 

Parent MMC 242 100 4.38 100 

 

 

 

V.2.2. Four point bending testing 

 

The parent as-cast MMC was tested in four point bending test and its bending 

strengths along with its bending strain were calculated. Once again, the bending strains 

were very low due to the brittle nature of the parent MMC. Similarly, the bending 

strengths of the welded specimens of the factorial tests and their corresponding strains 

were calculated. The bending stresses for all the specimens were calculated based on the 

loading diagram as shown in Fig. 26. 
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Fig. 26. Bending load diagram. 

 

 

 

The bending stress was calculated as shown: 

Bending stress,  

    
I

ylLP
�b 4

)( ×−×=      (7) 

 

where P  = Breaking load 

          L  = Bending span length 

           l  = Uniformly distributed load length 

          I  = Area moment of inertia 

 y  = Distance from the neutral axis up to the outermost layer of the specimen in  

         tension 

 

For instance, for the parent specimen, 

P = 6205 N; Area of cross section, A  = 28.58 x 10.81 mm 2 ; =L 127 mm (5 inch); 

l  = 38.1 mm (1.5 inch); y = 
10.81

2
= 5.41 mm 
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b�∴
( )

3

6205 127 38.1 12 5.41

4 28.58 10.81

× − × ×
=

× ×
 

            ≈   248 MPa 

 

Similarly, the bending strain was calculated using the geometry of the specimen in 

bending as shown in Fig. 27. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Fig. 27. Specimen geometry in bending. 

 

 

 

The radius of curvature �was calculated from the following: 
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where � is the deflection corresponding to failure. 

 

For the parent specimen,  

� = 4.0716 mm (0.1603 inch) 

�∴ = 
2127

8 4.0716×
 

    = 495.16 mm 

Thus, bending strain � is given by, 

               
�

�
� =∴       (10) 

 = 
4.0716
495.16

 

 = 0.822% 

 

Similarly, all the stresses and strains were calculated and are tabulated in Table 

14. It is seen that the bending strain for the specimens for test runs #2 and #3 are very 

close to those of the parent MMCs. This is because these specimens failed in their base 

metal region, resembling brittle fracture mode, while the remaining two specimens for 

test runs #1 and #4 failed in the weld region, giving higher bending strains.  Specimen 

for test runs #3 and #4 were tested with a 30000 lbs. load cell, which was not calibrated, 

and their bending strength values should not be taken in the absolute sense. The load cell 

was not possibly able to accurately measure low range of loads and predicted high 

strengths. 
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 Table 14 

 Final factorial experiments - four point bending test results (single replicate each) 

Run 
Welding 

current 

Welding 

speed 

Bending 

strength 

(MPa) 

% of 

parent 

strength 

% 

Bending 

Strain 

% of 

parent 

bending 

strain 

1 + - 199 80 2.39 290 

2 + + 210 85 1.06 129 

  3 * - - 296 100  1.36 165 

  4 * - + 294 100  2.84 345  

Parent MMC 248 100 0.822 100 

 

   * Note: Data collected with an un-calibrated 30000 lbs. load cell. 

 

 

 

V.3 Design of experiments – results and analysis 

 

Design Expert, DX6, version 6.0, a commercial software for analyzing designed 

experiment and their results, was used to understand the influence of the welding 

variables on the weld properties. Since the bending test results were not accurate, they 

were not fed in the software and only tensile test results were used for further analysis. A 

two level factorial test design was selected in DX6. It was a three replicate design since 

results of three replicates of tensile tests were to be fed. The tensile strength was the 

response variable and the optimization condition was to achieve maximum tensile 

strengths.  
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The results from the analysis implied that both the factors were significant 

variables. Fig. 28 shows the variation of tensile strength with current and speed. It is 

seen that tensile strengths increases with decreasing values of welding current and 

increasing values of the welding speed.  

 
 

Fig. 28. Interaction graph; tensile testing. 

 

 

 

As mentioned in the earlier chapter, the optimized condition obtained from the 

software analysis was to set the welding current at 85 A and the welding speed at 260 
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mm/min. This was expected as it was seen from the results of the tensile tests and the 

interaction graphs that weld strengths had an upward trend at lower currents and higher 

speeds.  

 

V.4 Optimized experiment 

 

V.4.1. Tensile and four point bending tests results 

 

The tensile and four point bending test results of the experiments run at the 

optimized conditions are listed in Tables 15 and 16, respectively. The results obtained 

with these tests were found to match closely with the predicted values by Design Expert. 

The ultimate tensile strength was found to be approximately 85% of the parent material 

properties. Similar in the bending tests, the strength was found almost equaling the 

parent strength. Further, the failure was located in the weld metal or in the HAZ (one of 

the bending specimen) and not along the joint design. This implied that the optimized 

welding conditions were appropriate for a sound weld joint and that the amount of 

penetration transverse to the joint design was high enough to fail the specimen either in 

the weld metal region or in the HAZ.  The results were better understood when they 

were analyzed with optical microscopy which are explained later.  

The % elongation of the tensile tested specimens was found to be higher than 

those of the parent MMC. Similarly, the bending strains were found to be more than the 

corresponding parent MMC strains. This can be explained on the fact that the as-cast 

MMCs are brittle in nature; however, with the addition of Al-Si filler metal during the 

welding process, the ductility of the specimen increases, leading to higher elongations.   
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  Table 15 

  Optimized experiment - tensile test results (three replicates each) 

Run UTSσ  (MPa) 
% of parent 

UTSσ  
% elongation 

% of parent 

elongation 

a 199 82 6.0 137 

b 202 83 5.2 118 

c 217 90 7.0 160 

Parent MMC 242 100 4.38 100 

 

 

 

  Table 16 

  Optimized experiment - four point bending test results (three replicates each) 

Run UTSσ  (MPa) 
% of parent 

UTSσ  

% Bending 

strain 

% of parent 

bending strain 

a 244 100 1.1  133 

b 268 108 1.27 155 

c 278 112 1.5 182 

Parent MMC 248 100 0.822 100 

 

 

 

V.4.2. Microstructural study 

 

Optical microscopy revealed that the welding process altered the weld 

microstructure. Two zones were identified, the weld metal zone and the HAZ, before 

reaching the unaffected base metal. The weld metal zone could be distinguished in three 

regions; viz. Region A, B, and C as shown schematically in Fig. 29. Region A once 

again was filler rich zone, at the top center of the weld. Region B had uniform mixture of 
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the filler metal and the base metal with SiC particles distributed in it. Region C, which 

was well below the joint design, was rich in base metal. Surrounding this region was the 

HAZ. One quick observation to be made is that the region II, which was the oxide and 

SiC-rich zone obtained in the earlier preliminary factorial tests (Fig. 23) now was 

replaced by region B and C. Further, the filler metal rich zone which covered the 

majority of the weld region earlier now was reduced to a very small region at the top of 

the weld.  

 

1. Tensile specimens 

 

Figs. 30 and 31 illustrate the microstructures of two different replicates of the 

tensile tested specimens. Each figure shows one half of two different specimens. In both 

the specimens, the failure was seen in the weld region. The microstructures of the 

different zones are explained later.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 29. Schematic representation of the weld. 
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Fig. 30. Microstructure of the right half of tensile tested specimen #1 (Fig. 29), welded at 

optimized conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min). 
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Fig. 31. Microstructure of the right half of tensile tested specimen #2 (Fig. 29), welded at 

optimized conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min). 

 

 

 

2. Bending specimens 

 

Similarly, Figs. 32 and 33 illustrate the microstructures of specimens tested in 

four point bending test. Fig. 32 shows that the specimen failed in the region along the 

HAZ and the unaffected base metal. The specimen shown in Fig. 33 failed in the weld 

region.  
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Fig. 32. Microstructure of one half of specimen #1 tested in bending, welded at optimized 

conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 33. Microstructure of right half of specimen #2 tested in bending, welded at optimized 

conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min). 
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The microstructures of all the above specimens shown in Figs. 30, 31, 32, and 33 

revealed the zones as described in Fig. 29. Region A, which is the filler metal rich zone, 

is not seen in Figs. 30, 31, and 33 since the weld failure in all these specimens was along 

region A. The microstructure in this region and to some extent in region B was finest due 

to higher cooling rates along the weld line. Due to low currents and controlled heat 

inputs, the interface reaction between SiC particles and molten aluminum did not occur 

and no instances of aluminum carbide flakes were found.  

As mentioned earlier, region C had a higher dilution ratio, which is defined as the 

ratio of the amount of the volume of base metal i.e. the MMC to that of the weld metal 

(Region A, B, and C combined), due to more contribution from the base MMC. This is 

due to the viscous effects of the molten pool, because of which there was comparatively 

less stirring action in this region and consequently did not mix with region B. This also 

is based on the fact that some of the particles which are at the extreme bottom of the 

molten weld pool of region B may have sunk further below during solidification, lying in 

region C. Thus, its microstructure resembled closely to that of the base material. Once 

again, the formation of aluminum carbide needles was suppressed in this zone. It was 

difficult to calculate the dilution ratio in the above welds since the composition changed 

significantly from one region to other.   

Fig. 34 shows the weld zone microstructure (region B) of a tensile specimen at a 

higher magnification. It once again was seen that the SiC particles always solidify in the 

eutectic region of Al-Si, which solidify in the end during welding, similar to that of the 

casting process. The reinforcements were pushed ahead of the solidification front, 

segregating in the eutectic region. Further, it also was inferred that the failure crack 

propagated along the eutectic phase, since it was more silicon rich and less ductile than 

the aluminum-silicon matrix, as shown in Fig. 35.  
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   Fig. 34. Microstructure of region B of tensile specimen #1 welded at optimized  

   conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min), at a higher magnification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 35. Failure propagation along the brittle Al-Si eutectic region in a specimen welded at 

optimized conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min).  

Brittle Al - Si eutectic phase 
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 Instances of voids and porosities were found, both in the base metal and the weld 

metal region. Voids were more prone in the base metal region, which are common in 

cast components due to solidification defects. Porosities, inherent in arc welding, were 

prominent in region C, as shown in Fig. 36. Interdendritic porosity was formed during 

the solidification process. This mainly was due to the low wettability of the SiC particles 

with aluminum matrix during welding.  As known, porosities reduce the weld strengths 

and the ductility depending on their amount.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 36. Interdendritic porosity in region C of a specimen welded at optimized conditions (85 A 

and 260 mm/min). 

 

 

 

The high tensile and bending strengths obtained at low level of welding current 

and high level of welding speed now can be explained. With low currents and high 

welding speeds, the weld pool is in a molten state for a comparatively lesser amount of 

time. Due to this, the SiC particles have less time to redistribute themselves and their 
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probability to sink to the bottom of the weld pool reduces. The pool quickly solidifies 

and majority of the SiC particles remain in region B itself. This uniform distribution of 

the SiC particles in the weld metal zone contributes strength to the weld joint.  

Weld strengths also are related to the level of interface reaction (1), which is 

directly proportional to the amount of heat input. Excessive currents will overheat the 

pool and lead to the formation of aluminum carbide, which are brittle in nature. With 

their formation, the volume fraction of SiC particles reduces, leading to the degradation 

of the composite properties. Also, their formation is dependent upon the welding speed 

and the cooling rates. In the optimized conditions, due to high welding speeds, their 

formation was suppressed since the total welding heat input is inversely proportional to 

the welding speed. Addition of Si from the filler metal further helps in avoiding the 

formation of Al4C3 flakes. According to reaction (1), the addition of Si will increase the 

content of Si in the welding pool, reversing the reaction direction and suppressing the 

formation of Al4C3 flakes.  

Explanation on the conditions favorable for the interface reaction can also be 

given, based on thermodynamic considerations as follows: 

 

The free energy change (J/mol) for reaction (1) is given by [1]:  

 

�G = 113900 -12.06 T ln T + 8.92 x 10-3 T 2 + 7.53 x 10-4 T -1 +  

   21.5 T +3 RT ln a [Si]         (11) 

 

 where   a [Si] is the activity of Si in liquid Al 

     R is the gas constant in J/mol °K 

    T is the absolute temperature (°K) 

 

The activity of Si in liquid Al, a [Si] is known to be approximately 0.1 for A356/SiC 

MMCs [17]. As mentioned earlier, the filler metal used in this study was R-A356.0, 

which has a chemical composition similar to the matrix composition of the A356/SiC 
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MMC. The matrix composition of the parent metal in consideration, A359/SiC/10p, was 

slightly different from the above alloys; however, the probability of the interface 

reaction (1) was higher in region B (due to presence of SiC particles) of the weld metal 

which, as explained earlier, had equal contributions from both filler metal and base 

metal, leading to a composition in between that of A356 and A359 alloy. It thus was a 

reasonable approximation to use the above value as 0.1 in this study. Substituting this 

value in equation (11) and R as 8.314 J/mol °K, we get:  

 

�G = 113900 -12.06 T ln T + 8.92 x 10-3 T 2 + 7.53 x 10-4 T -1 – 35.93 T       (12) 

 

To find whether reaction (1) occurs or not, the above equation was iterated for 

different values of temperature, T, to find the variation of �G with T. Some of the 

intermediate data points of the �G variation with T are shown in Table 17. The plot is 

shown in Fig. 37.  

 

 

 

 Table 17  

 Free energy change, �G as a function of temperature 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature, T 

(°K) 

Free energy 

change, �G (J/mol) 

600 49265.02 

875 17805.63 

1025 747.87 

1031 0 

1032 - 45.15 

1075 - 4909.77 
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Fig. 37. Free energy change for the formation of Al4C3. 

 

 

 

It is seen from the plot that �G decreases with temperature and it becomes zero 

at approximately 758°C (1031°K). This means that for the reaction to proceed, the 

temperature should be at least 758°C. Below this temperature, the thermodynamic 

driving force, dictated by �G, is positive which would prevent the interface reaction (1). 

FEA results were used to find the temperature distribution in the weld pool.  

Region A of the weld pool was not considered for comparison, since 

concentration of the SiC particles was negligible in this region as explained earlier in 

Fig. 29. Region B was considered in the microstructures of the optimized specimens, 

where there was a higher occurrence of the SiC particulates. Higher instances of SiC 
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particles in region B of a specimen welded at the optimized level were found to start 

from a horizontal distance of 2.75 mm from the weld center line, at a height of 1.85 mm 

from the top surface of the weld. Fig. 38 shows the microstructure of this location in one 

of the specimens run at the optimized level. This location was used for the interface 

reaction analysis. It is clear that Al4C3 flakes, typically 15-30 �m long (Fig. 4), are not 

seen in this microstructure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 38. Microstructure of a specimen in region B, welded at optimized conditions (85 A and 260 

mm/min). 

 

 

 

Temperatures at the same location were compared from the FEA results. It was 

found that the highest temperature reached in region B of the weld pool was 

approximately 776°C (1049°K) obtained by FEA, as explained later (Fig. 39). Though 

this temperature was higher than the critical temperature of 758°C, the time for which 

the pool was in this range of temperature was 5-7 seconds. Once the heat input from the 

welding torch was stopped, the temperature dropped suddenly, to 730°C (1003°K). 
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Though the interface reaction (1) might have just begun, the probability of it to continue 

was very less due to the sudden drop in the temperature of the weld pool.  
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Fig. 39. FEA predicted weld pool temperature of region B in a specimen torch heated at 90 A 

and 14.5 V and welded at 85 A and 260 mm/min. 

 

 

 

3. Microhardness test  

 

The Vickers microhardness test on the optimized test was performed similar to 

that in the preliminary factorial tests. Fig. 40 shows the variation in the VHN across the 
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weld of a tensile tested specimen. It was seen that the weld center (region B) had an 

average of 72 VHN. As one traversed towards the end of the molten zone (region C), 

just before the HAZ, higher VHN in the range of 85-120 was found, with an average of 

95. This region had higher dilution ratio and a microstructure equivalent to that of the 

base MMC; however, it had a finer microstructure than the base MMC due to 

comparatively faster cooling rates. In the HAZ, there was no significant loss of strength, 

with an average of 67 VHN. Similar hardness values were found in the specimen tested 

in bending, as shown in Fig. 41.  

 

 

 

 Fig. 40. VHN of the matrix across the weld of a tensile tested specimen, tested by 25 gm and for   

 10 seconds, welded at optimized conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min).  
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   Fig. 41. VHN of the matrix across the weld of a bending tested specimen, tested by 25 gm and   

   for 10 seconds, welded at optimized conditions (85 A and 260 mm/min). 

 

 

 

V.5 Finite element analysis  

 

V.5.1. Predicting preheat temperature  

 

As mentioned earlier, the elements used in the FEA model were tetrahedral 

triangular elements. It was seen that this type of element generated better mesh in the 

model. Simulations also were run with other types of elements; however, producing 

unsatisfactory results, such as inability to capture intricacies along the weld joint. This 
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was primarily because of the triangular geometry of the weld joint. Further, the user-

defined fine sized grid size helped to obtain exact temperature details along the joint. 

The mesh generated is shown in Fig. 42. In total, 18399 elements were generated in the 

mesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 42. Mesh generated for the preheat temperature FEA simulation. 

 

 

 

The heat transfer efficiency was found to be one of the most critical input 

parameters in this analysis. Though the recommended value was known, in the range of 

67-80%, it was very difficult to find the exact value to be used. Since it was applied on 

the tapered strips, it was found that a slight change in its values would impact the results 

significantly. Different values ranging from 67-80% were used and simulations were run 

until the peak temperatures obtained by the thermocouples were in close agreement with 
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the FEA results. Though it was a trial and error method, the assumptions were within the 

above specified range. It was finally found that a value of 70% provided satisfactory 

results and was utilized for further analysis.   

The heat transfer coefficient had comparatively little effect on the output 

temperature values as compared to other input variables; however, since its literature 

range varied from 2-25 W/m2 °K, some simulations were required to narrow its range. It 

was found that too high a value, of 22-25 W/m2 °K, predicted lower temperature fields. 

An optimum value of 15 W/m2 °K provided temperature fields which were in good 

agreement with the experimental values when coupled with the correct heat transfer 

efficiency.   

  The temperature values as recorded by the thermocouples were compared with 

those obtained by FEA and are plotted in Figs. 43, 44, and 45. It was seen that the FEA 

results were in good agreement with the experimental results. The assumptions thus 

made in the analysis were reasonable. Fig. 43 shows the experimental and FEA obtained 

temperature profiles at thermocouple location 1 (Fig. 20). It was seen that the actual 

thermocouple readings show peaks, which correspond to the sudden increase in the 

temperature when it is torch heated. Similarly, Figs. 44 and 45 show the temperature 

values at the other two locations.  
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Fig. 43. Comparison of temperature profiles at torch location #1 (13 mm below the left preheat 

location #1) in a specimen torch heated at 90 A and 14.5 V. 
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Fig. 44. Comparison of temperature profiles at torch location #2 (13 mm below the right 

preheat location #2) in a specimen torch heated at 90 A and 14.5 V. 
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 Fig. 45. Comparison of temperature profiles at the weld joint (10 mm below the top surface of  

    the weld pool) in a specimen torch heated at 90 A and 14.5 V. 

 

 

 

It was seen that the temperature field obtained from FEA, 10 mm below the top 

of the weld pool, was in the range of 375-395°C, as compared to 310-325°C as measured 

by the thermocouples. Further, the temperature range obtained from FEA just below the 

weld joint was also in the same range of 375-395°C. Since FEA predicted slightly higher 

range of temperatures, it was concluded that an approximate preheat temperature of 300-

350°C was required to achieve good fusibility between the filler metal and the base 

metal. This preheat temperature further helps to weld the MMC at relatively low heat 

inputs.  
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V.5.2. Predicting the weld pool temperature field  

 

The influence of the mesh size, element type, heat transfer coefficient, and heat 

transfer efficiency on the resulting temperature field was found to be the same as that in 

the FEA for predicting the preheat temperature, as expected. They were not varied and 

the simulation was continued from the previous simulation as explained in chapter IV. 

The FEA model generated is shown in Fig. 46. The mesh had a total of 9371 elements. 

 

 

 

Fig. 46. Mesh generated for the weld pool temperature FEA simulation.  

 

 

 

The FEA results were plotted at a node, which was at the same location as that of 

the SiC particles found in the microstructure, as explained earlier in this chapter (Fig. 

38). Fig. 46 shows the temperature variation of a node in region B (Fig. 28) of the weld 

pool. Similar nature of the temperature field was found in this simulation as that of the 

previous simulation.  
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Fig. 47. FEA predicted weld pool temperature of region B (2.5 mm below the top surface) for a 

specimen torch heated at 90 A and 14.5 V and welded at optimized conditions of 85 A and 260 

mm/min. 

 

 

 

As explained earlier, it was seen that the maximum temperature reached at this 

node was approximately 776°C (1049°K) for a short amount of time of 5-7 seconds, 

after which the temperature drops suddenly, as seen in the above figure. This short 

resident time of the welding pool gave less reaction time for the interface reaction, 

making the weld joint Al4C3 free.      
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

VI.1 Conclusions 

 

The weldability of A359/SiC/10p MMCs was determined by systematically 

identifying the influence of the welding variables on their weld quality. Two level 

factorial experiments provided a good way of analyzing the effects of the welding 

variables. Selecting welding current and welding speed as the significant welding 

variables provided convincing results. The weld quality was measured with tensile and 

four point bending strengths, ductility variations, and microhardness across the weld.  

The weld microstructure was also analyzed with optical microscopy. Further, finite 

element analysis was used to complement the temperature results obtained during the 

experiments.  

Preliminary factorial experiments, though unsuccessful in welding the MMCs, 

were very useful in determining the proper welding technique to weld this composite. It 

was found that local heating along the weld joint itself before welding led to the 

formation of thick layers of oxides along the joint. Also, since the composite had very 

limited fluidity, the pool was very rough and sluggish in appearance. It thus, was 

concluded that preheating to an appropriate range is inevitable during the welding of Al-

SiCp MMCs.  

Final factorial and the optimized experiments revealed that welding current and 

welding speed need to be properly controlled to keep the weld metal constituents in 

position. Ideally, in aluminum alloys, high heat input is favorable due to the high 

conductivity of aluminum; however, in case of Al-SiC MMCs, it was found and 

concluded that low and controlled heat inputs favored better quality welds, provided they 

were preheated. This led to a more uniform mixing of the base metal and the filler metal 

in the weld pool. This also helped to avoid the extremely reactive Al-SiC system from 

reacting with each other and preventing the formation of brittle aluminum carbide flakes. 
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To attain low heat inputs, low amperage and high welding speed should be used during 

GTAW of Al-SiC MMCs. The results obtained in this results could be obtained with 85 

± 5 A and 260 ± 20 mm/min.  

Moreover, Al-Si filler metal, such as R-A356.0, should be used in their welding. 

Al-Si filler metal not only increased the fluidity of the viscous MMC molten pool, but 

also inhibited the reaction by increasing the Si content in the weld metal. Finally, it 

helped the easy movement of the SiC particles in the less viscous pool, towards the weld 

center. This led to high strength welds with increased ductility. The weld strengths were 

found to be approximately 85% of the parent MMC strength. The ductility of the welds 

was found to be approximately 150% higher than that of the parent MMC. The hardness 

values across the weld remained the same, except in the base metal rich region (Region 

C in the optimized tests).  

Finite element analysis proved a very important research tool in determining the 

temperatures in the weld. Since it was not possible to attach thermocouples just below 

the weld fusion line, they were, however, used to find the temperatures at three different 

locations in the specimen. FEA was then helpful in comparing the results at these 

locations, and then was used to determine approximately the temperature just below the 

weld fusion line. From FEA, it was concluded that the temperature required just prior to 

welding should be 300-350°C along the weld line.  Further, it was also concluded that 

the weld pool temperatures were below the critical temperature for the formation of 

Al4C3 flakes, helping to attain the desired weld integrity.   

 

VI.2 Recommendations 

 

To begin with, only three welding variables were selected for the factorial 

experimentation. In order to investigate the effects of other welding variables, further 

study is required. Though selected within recommended literature values and methods, 

some of the important welding factors such as arc length, gas flow rate, welding 

position, and bevel preparation method were treated as constant input factors in the 
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factorial experiments. A designed experiment, wherein the influence of these parameters 

could be investigated, would be ideal. Research work investigating the effect of these 

variables on this MMC would be very informative. This would result in many test runs, 

which was not possible in the present study due to the cost of the material and time 

involved in the process. With more replicates for each test condition, comprehensive 

knowledge about the welding phenomenon of Al-SiC MMCs can be achieved.   

Butt joints of these MMCs may be performed in a manner similar to that done in 

this study. Preheating, a wide weld joint design, and low heat inputs are proposed to help 

the cause. It is recommended that oxides be cleaned mechanically before subsequent 

passes in case of multiple pass welds. Further, welding A359/SiC MMCs with different 

volume fractions of SiC particles may also be welded with the same filler metal and low 

heat density. It is proposed that welding of these MMCs with higher volume fraction of 

SiC particles should not pose any problems, since the interface reaction in these MMCs 

will accelerate faster and would be rich in Si content faster as compared to that in MMCs 

with low fractions of SiC particles.  

The preheating technique used in this method was unique and not a standard 

preheating method. This method was applied, since this was the easiest and extremely 

beneficial in finding out the weldability of this composite material; however, its only 

drawback is that in practical applications, torch heating on either sides of the actual weld 

fusion line will not be feasible. Torch heating led to local melting of the material which 

ideally one would like to avoid. One of the alternative methods would be to oven heat 

the specimen to the desired temperature prior to welding. Another option will be to 

locally laser heat the weld joint in an inert atmosphere to avoid the formation of oxides. 

Electrical strip heaters attached around the location of the weld may also be a good 

alternative.  

The testing methods used to evaluate the weld integrity were limited to 

destructive testing methods and optical microscopy. Non destructive testing such as 

radiographic inspection would be ideal to determine macroscopic defects in the interiors 

of the weld. Radiographs will help in analyzing the presence and nature of weld 
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discontinuities. Further, very limited information on the HAZ properties of the welded 

MMCs has been given in this study. A study to determine the HAZ properties of this 

MMC such as its impact strength, toughness, and grain size should be the undertaken in 

future.  

Finite element analysis was restricted to finding the temperature distribution in 

the MMC when welded. Though the analysis was modeled with properties of the 

composite material as a whole, the composite material was characterized as a 

homogenous, isotropic material. This model did not take into consideration the 

variations that would arise otherwise. Further work recommended in this area could be 

analyzing the particle distribution effect and their properties on the weld temperatures. A 

micromechanics based model can be developed, wherein the model incorporates the 

actual orientation of the particle and its thermophysical properties can be taken into 

account. Previous work on developing a finite element micromodel for MMCs has been 

undertaken [27].   

Friction stir welding (FSW) can be used for welding this MMC. This non-

conventional type of welding developed recently has produced good results for various 

MMCs. It is a solid state process wherein the heat is produced due to the rubbing of the 

two faces. It uses a rotating probe which locally plasticizes the metal, reducing the heat 

input. Since no actual melting takes place, it can weld different combination of alloys 

without hot cracking. One of the other advantages is grain refinement due to high stirring 

and forging action.  This process thus, is ideal for reactive systems like Al-SiC MMCs in 

theory. This welding process couldn’t be used in this study since the entire equipment 

and the setup is very expensive. 
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